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Abstract

complete reaction cross sections, elastic scattering angular distributions,

double differential cross sections and the y production data of n+235U in the energy

region 0.001~20MeV were calculated, pretty good theoretical results in accordance

with experimental data are obtained, and all calculational results are given in

ENDF/B-6 format (including files,3,6,12~15).

235U is a very important fissile nucleus for many kinds of thermal reactor, some

kinds of fast reactor, as well as other nuclear installations. Furthermore, the fission

cross section of 235U is one of the standard cross sections. So very good calculation

and evaluation data of its neutron reactions in the energy region 0.001-20 MeV are

needed.

There are quite a lot of experimental data for crtot, af and sufficient

experimental data for crnY, some experimental data for aDn, an2n, crn3n, crnon, ael, only

one or two sets of data for <rnp and crn4n. There are 10 set of data for elastic scattering

angular distributions from 0.5 MeV to 5.5 MeV. There are no any experimental data

for other reaction cross sections, secondary neutron spectra, double differential cross

sections and the y production data. All of the experimental data were taken from

EXFOR.

The Code APFO96 was used to automatically get the optimal parameters of

optical potential. Because there are good evaluated values for 235U in CENDL-2
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given by Yu Baosheng, in this calculation we use Yu's evaluated crtot, crnon, crel, ani

and any as reference experimental data in automatically searching for the optimal

optical potential parameters. The Code APFF[2] was used to automatically get the

optimal fission parameters in low energy region ( E less than about 4 MeV).

In this way, we get the final optimum set of optical potential parameters for

neutron channel:

Fo=49.171188, F,=0.537891, F2=0.028673, PF0=6.905662, ^,=0.182540,

£/0=0.202922, C/,-0.043414, £/2=0.001480, a=0.509773, as=0.661340, av=0.643472,

r~\.272999, r=\.345910, r=\.339533.

The coupled channel optical model code ECSI was used to calculate the cross

sections and angular distributions of direct inelastic scattering for 5 levels (their

excited energies are 0.0462, 0.1030, 0.1707, 0.2491 and 0.3385 MeV). These

direct inelastic scattering data and the optimum set of optical potential parameters

for neutron channel are the input data using the kernel program FUNF[6'.

The calculation formula as well as the fission parameters are some different in

FUNF in comparison with APFF. Based on the program FUNF, we wrote a code

ADFPm which can automatically search for an optimal set of fission parameters for

first, second and third plateaus, respectively. The adjustable parameters in ADFP are

9 (2 level density parameters: anyand ann,, 3 pair energy corrections: Any \ n , and

4,,f,Vf, flo), AT, for (n,f) reaction, as well as the multiplied factor Cel in <7ny) for first

plateau, 7 (level density parameter an2n, pair energy corrections An2n and Anni,V}, fico,

Kt for (n,n'f) reaction, as well as exciton model parameter CK) for second plateau,

and 6 (level density parameter an3n, pair corrections 4i,3n and A^nf » ^ &&> K\ f° r

(n,2nf) reaction) for third plateau. With ADFP, we can obtain a set of adjusted

fission parameters to make crnf, any, crnn., crn2n, and crnM in optimum agreement with

experimental data.

The final parameters used are:

CK=\045.37, Ce/=0.080, 4p=1.070; 0^=28.177347, o-nn.=28.437643,

4,r=0.90714,4n.=0.14353,4lf=0.463328, Ff=6.066017,

KX=6M7474 for anS

an>2n=26.3613,42n=0.3634,4n.f=0.2595, Ff=5.8023,

K^IO.O for o-nn,f

an>3n=27.8504,42n=-0.0102,42n.f=-0.1245, Ff=6.4611,
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For proton channel, some optimum parameters are changed to:

a=as=av=aso=0.45, rr=rso=1.25, r,=rv= 1.20.
The calculated <rM, <7non and crel as well as their experimental data are given in

Fig. 1 (a) and (b), from which we can see that calculated values are in very good

accordance with experimental data except in £n=0.1-2.0 MeV, where calculated atot

and (7e, are some higher than experimental data and Yu's evaluated values (otherwise

we can not make both the calculated an[ and crnn in good accordance with

experimental data). The calculated anS as well as their experimental data are given in

Fig. 2 (a) and (b), from which we can see that calculated values are in very good

agreement with experimental data except in the energy region 0.05-0.7 MeV, where

the calculated values are some lower than experimental data. The results of <jny are

given in Fig. 3, from which we can see that calculated values are in very good

agreement with experimental data except in £n>2.0 MeV energy region, where crny

are of very small values. The calculated <rn-n. and an2n are given in Fig. 4, from which

we can see that calculated values are in pretty good agreement with experimental

data. The calculated <7n>3n and aniP, experimental CTn3n anM and <rnp, Yu's evaluatied

arn 3n and an 4n are compared, in which the calculated ernM are in rather good
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Fig. 1 (a) 235U total, elastic and nonelastic cross sections
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Fig. 1 (b) 235U total, elastic and noneiastic cross sections
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Fig. 4 235U (n,n\) and (n,2n) cross sections
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Fig. 5 All calculated cross sections of 235U
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Fig. 6 (a) 235U elastic differential C.S.at £L=0.5 MeV
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Fig. 6 (b) 235U elastic differential C.S.at EL=\ .5 MeV
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Fig. 6 (c) 235U elastic differential C.S.at £L=3.0 MeV
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Fig. 6 (d) 235U elastic differential C.S.at £L=5.0 MeV
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Fig. 7 (a) 235U energy spectra of (n,n') (MT=91)
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Fig. 7 (b) 235U energy spectra of (n,2n)
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Fig. 7 (c) 235U energy spectra of fission
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Fig. 8 (a) 235U (n,n') of MT=53.56
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agreement with experimental data, for En>\8 MeV, the calculated <xn3n include the

small values of <rn4n and <rn 3nf, the calculated <rnp cuve is through the only one

experimental point (in calculation, the sensitive parameter is \ v : from 0.49 to

1.070). All kinds of the calculated cross sections are plotted in Fig. 5. Some elastic

scattering angular distributions are given in Fig. 6 (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively,

from which we can see that calculated values are in pretty good agreement with

experimental data except near valleys of the oscillatory curves for higher energy

points. The calculated secondary neutron spectra of continuous inelastic scattering,

(n,2n) reaction and total fission at 8.0 MeV and 14.0 MeV are plotted in Fig. 7 (a),

(b) and (c), respectively. These secondary neutron spectra are of reasonable shapes

in physics. Figs. 8 (a), (b), and (c) show the calculated (n,n') excitation functions of

the discrete levels mentioned above.
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